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(Communicated by Martin Skoviera ) 
ABSTRACT. The dichromatic number of a digraph D is the minimum cardi-
nal of a partition of V(D) into acyclic classes. The dichromatic number gives a 
measure of the complexity of the cyclic structure of D. 
A kernel N of a digraph D is an independent set of vertices such that for 
each z € V(D) — N there exists a zN-arc in D. When every induced subdigraph 
of D has a kernel, the digraph D is said to be kernel-perfect. We say that D is 
a critical kernel-imperfect digraph if D does not have a kernel but every proper 
induced subdigraph of D does have at least one. 
In this paper we prove the existence of kernel-perfect digraphs with arbitrarily 
large dichromatic number whose underlying graph has no triangles and we prove 
the existence of critical kernel-imperfect digraphs with arbitrarily large dichro-
matic number and without directed cycles of length two or three. The earliest 
sufficient conditions for the existence of kernels in digraphs include only digraphs 
with dichromatic number at most two. Finally we state some open problems re-
lating the dichromatic number and the kernel of a digraph. 
1. Introduction 
For general concepts we refer the reader to [1]. Let D be a digraph; V(D) 
and F(D) will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D, respectively. An arc 
uxu2 of D will be called an SxS^-arc whenever ux G S1 and u2 G 52 ; D[SX] will 
denote the subdigraph of D induced by Sx. A digraph is called asymmetric if it 
does not contain a directed cycle of length two. A set J C V(D) is independent 
if FD[I] = 0. A kernel N of D is an independent set of vertices such that for 
each z G V(D) — N there exists a ziV-arc in D (we say that N is absorbing). 
When every induced subdigraph of D has a kernel, the digraph D is said to be 
kernel-perfect We say that D is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph if D does 
not have a kernel but every proper induced subdigraph of D does have at least 
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one. We denote by g(D) (resp. ~f(D)) the girth of D, the minimum length of 
a cycle (resp. directed cycle) in the underlying graph of D (resp. in D). 
The concept of dichromatic number dk(D) of a digraph D was defined in [6] 
and independently in [5] as the minimum number of colours required to colour the 
vertices of D in such a way that the chromatic classes induce acyclic subdigraphs 
of D. Clearly dk(D) < x(D) where x(D) denotes the chromatic number of 
the underlying graph of D. The dichromatic number is a generalization of the 
chromatic number. In particular they coincide for symmetric digraphs. 
The earliest sufficient conditions for the existence of kernels in digraphs ([7], 
[8], [9], [10]) include only digraphs with dichromatic number at most two. In 
[2] the authors found kernel-perfect and critical kernel-imperfect digraphs with 
arbitrarily large dichromatic number. However, their construction allows a lot 
of symmetric arcs. 
For asymmetrical digraphs the situation is more complicated: the only tour-
nament which is a critical kernel-imperfect digraph is the directed triangle; there-
fore a tournament T is a kernel-perfect digraph if and only if T is acyclic or 
equivalently, dk (T) = 1. In [3] the existence of kernel-perfect and critical kernel-
imperfect digraphs with arbitrarily large dichromatic number was proved, but 
the construction given there allows many directed triangles and symmetric arcs. 
In this paper we prove that there exist kernel perfect asymmetrical digraphs 
with arbitrarily large dichromatic number whose underlying graphs have no tri-
angles. We also prove the existence of critical kernel-imperfect digraphs with 
arbitrarily large dichromatic number and without directed cycles of length two 
or three. 
We conclude this section with two open problems. 
CONJECTURE 1. Given natural numbers n and A:, there exists an asymmetric 
critical kernel-imperfect digraph with dichromatic number n and girth k. 
An instance of Conjecture 1 is: 
CONJECTURE 2. Given natural numbers n and k, there exists a critical 
kernel-imperfect digraph with dichromatic number n and directed girth k. 
2. T h e d i c h r o m a t i c n u m b e r in k e r n e l t h e o r y 
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a digraph, a = ((av , JV))V£V(D)
 a f a m ^y where the 
av are mutually disjoint digraphs and Jv is a non-empty subset of V(av) for 
v G V(D). We define the digraph a(D, a) by the following conditions: 
(i) V{a(D,a))= U V(av), 
veV(D) 
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(ii) F(a(A5)) = ( U F(av))u{xy\ xeJu, yeJv, uv e F(D)}. 
v K vev(D) ' 
Notice that if j v G Jv for v G V(D), then a(D,a)[{jv \ v G V(D)}] is 
isomorphic to .D. If / v : a v -> a is an isomorphism such that fv(Jv) = ^ for 
every v G V(.D), we will write a(D, (a, J ) ) instead of a(D, a). 
LEMMA 1. If g(D) > 4 , g(av) > 4 and Jv is independent in av for v G V(D) 
then g(a(D,a)) > 4 . 
The proof of Lemma 1 is trivial. 
LEMMA 2. Let D be a digraph such that dk(D) =n. If the family 
5 = (iav>Jv))vev(D) 
satisfies 
(i) a J J j is acyclic for every v G V(D), 
(ii) for all v G V(D), dk(av) = n and in every n-colouring of av where the 
chromatic classes are acyclic (acyclic n-colouring), Jv is not monochro-
matic, 
then dk(a(D, a)) = n + 1. 
P r o o f . Let <p be an acyclic n-colouringof D and fv an acyclic (n-f-1)-col-
ouring of av such that fv has a constant value (p(v) on Jv for every v G 
V(D) (since dk(av) = n such a colouring indeed exists). Define an acyclic 
(n + l)-colouring of a(D,a) by the conditions f/V(av) = fv for every v G 
V(D). Therefore dk (a(D, a)) < n + 1. 
Suppose that dk(a(D, a)) < n and let tp be an acyclic n-colouring of 
a(D,a). Let In__1 = {1 ,2 , . . . , n—1} . Property (ii) in the hypothesis of Lemma 2 
implies that Jv nip~
1(In_1) is non empty, so choosing uv G Jv r\ip~
l(In_1) for 
v e V(D) we have that a(D, a)[{'uv}veV,D\] = D and n - 1 colourable. This 
yields a contradiction. It follows that dk(a(D, a)) = n + 1. • 
LEMMA 3. Let dk(D) = n > 1, g(D) > 4 and a = ((av,Jv))veV,D) be 
a family such that av is a bipartite asymmetric and not acyclic digraph with 
bipartition {Jv, Jv = V(av) - Jv} for v G V(D). Then g(a(D,a)) > 4, J' = 
U J'v is independent, dk(a(D,a)) = n and in every acyclic n-colouring of 
vev(D) 
a(D,a), J' is not monochromatic. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 1, g(a(D,a)) > 4. Clearly, J' is independent. Take 
J = U Jv- Let (p be any acyclic n-colouring <p of D and assign to each 
vev(D) 
w e V(a(D, a)) the colour ip(v) when w G J v , and any colour different to ip(v) 
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when w G J'v. In this way we get an acyclic n-colouring of a(D,a). It follows 
that dk(a(D,a)) = n since a(D,a) contains an isomorphic copy of D. 
Let rp be any n-colouring of a(D,a) and i G {1,2,. . . , n } . Then there 
exists v(i) G V^D) such that J,^ is monochromatic of colour i, for other-
wise a(D, a) [J — ip~l(i)] would be (n — 1)-colourable which is impossible since 
it contains an isomorphic copy of D. Let k G ip(J'). We know that Jv(k\ is 
monochromatic of colour k hence JLk\ is not monochromatic of colour k be-
cause dk(ak) > 2. It follows that J
1 is not monochromatic. • 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a kernel-perfect digraph and a = ((av, Jv))vev(D)
 a 
family such that av is a kernel-perfect digraph. Then a(D, a) is a kernel-perfect 
digraph. 
P r o o f . Notice first that every connected induced subdigraph of a(D,a) 
has the form a(D',a') for suitable D' and a' = ((«(., JV))V£V(D')
 w*-ere & 
and each a'v are kernel-perfect digraphs (actually D' is an induced subdigraph 
of D and a'v is an induced subdigraph of av for each v G V(D')). Therefore 
we need to prove only that a(D, a) has a kernel. 
Choose a kernel Nv of av for each v G V(D) and take Q = {v G V(D) \ 
NvnJv^d>}. 
Let IV be a kernel of D[Q] and define 
-v = U * .u IK 
«eivu(V(JD)-o) ve(Q-N) 
where IV^ is a kernel of av [^(av) - j j , t; G (Q - N). 
We will show that IV* is a kernel of a(D, a). 
First we will prove that IV* is independent. 
Since IV is an independent subset of V(D) and each Nv is also independent, 
it follows from the definition of a(D,a) that U Nv is independent. 
veN 
The fact that for every v G (V(D)-Q) we have Nvf)Jv = 0 and the definition 
of a(D, a) imply that U Nv is independent and for every z G Q there is 
ve(V(D)-Q) 
neither ( U IVjIV^-arc nor IV2( U iVv J-arc. Hence 
V ve(V(D)-Q) ' V v(z(v(D)-Q) ' 
U Nv U U Nv 
veN ve(V(D)-Q) 
is independent. 
On the other hand, IY£ is independent and the definition of a(D,a) im-
plies that for every z ^ v there is neither NvV(az)-axc nor V(oLz)Nv-axo.. So 
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IJ Nv is independent and also 
ve(Q-N) 
U Nv U U N'v 
veNU(V(D)-Q) ve(Q_N) 
is independent. 
It remains to show that N* is absorbing. 
Let w G Va(D, a) — N* and v G V(D) such that w G V(av); we analyse 
several cases: 
(a) v € (V(D) -Q). 
Since w £ At* it follows that w G (V(av) — Nv). There exists a WNV-&TC 
as Nv is a kernel of a,,. Hence there exists wN*-arc in a(D,a). 
(b) u e ( Q - A t ) . 
(b.l) w € ( V ( a J - j J . 
Since w £ N* we have w £ Nv and there exists a wiV^ -arc as vV̂  
is a kernel of av [^(c*,.) — Jv] and this is also a wN*-arc. 
(b.2) w e J , , . 
The definition of TV and v G (Q — N) imply that there exists some 
v' € N such that TO' € F(D). Hence the definition of a(D,a) 
implies that every wJv, -arc is in a(D, a) and by the definition of 
Q we have Nv, nJv, ^ 0. We conclude that there exists a wIV ,̂ -arc 
with v' € N. So there exists a wN*-aic. 
(c) v e N. 
Since w £ N* \l follows that w G (^(av) — 1VV) and the definition of 
Nv implies that there exists a wNv-aic which clearly is also a wN*-arc 
• 
THEOREM 2. Let n be a natural number n > 1. TTiere exists an asymmetric 
kernel-perfect digraph Dn such that dk(Dn) = n and g(Dn) > 4. 
P r o o f . We proceed by induction on n. Taking D2 = C4, the directed 
cycle of length four, we see that Theorem 2 holds for n = 2. 
Suppose that there has been constructed an asymmetric kernel-perfect di-
graph Dm for m > 2 such that dk(Dm) = m and g(Dm) > 4. Let av be 
the directed four cycle (0V, l ^ ^ O j , Jv = { l v , 3 j and J'v = { 0 v , 2 j for 
each v G V(Dm). By Lemma 3, for 5 = (av, Jv)veV{Drn), dk(a(Dm,a)) = m, 
g(a(Dm, a)) > 4 and in every acyclic m-colouring of cr(Dm, a), J' = [j J'v 
vev(Dm) 
is not monochromatic, (a = (av,Jv)v(zv(Drn))' 
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Now we take D = .Dm, a
1 = ( « , ^ ) ) v G V ( j D m ) where a'v = t r ( .Dm ,5) , 
J'v = J', and Dm+l = a(D, 5 ' ) . It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that dk(Dm+1) 
= m + 1 and g(-Dm+1) > 4. On the other hand both Dm and U 4 are kernel-
perfect digraphs, and hence by Theorem 1 the -Dm + 1 is also kernel-perfect. • 
THEOREM 3. Every asymmetric kernel-perfect digraph without directed cy-
cles of length three is an induced subdigraph of an asymmetric critical kernel-
imperfect digraph without directed cycles of length three. 
P r o o f . Let D be any asymmetric kernel-perfect digraph without directed 
triangles and with V(D) = {1 ,2 , . . . , p } . 
Denote by D* the digraph defined as follows: 
V(D*) = {(i,j)\ i € { 0 , l , 2 , . . . , 2 p } , j€{0,l,...,4p}}. 
In what follows we work with residue classes mod 2p + 1. 
Let 
F(D*) = {((i,j),(i,j + l))\ i € { 0 J l , . . . , 2 p } , j€{0,l,...,4p-l}} 
U {((i, 4p), (i + r, 2(r - 1)) | i € { 0 , 1 , . . . , 2p} , 
r e { l , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , . . . , 2 p - l } } 
U{(( i ,4p) , ( i + r , 4 p - 2 ) ) | i € { 0 , l , . . . , 2 p } , 
r e { 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . , 2 p - l } } 
u{ ( (2 i , 4p ) , (2 j , 4p ) ) | (i,j)eF(D)}. 
Clearly, D is isomorphic to the subdigraph of D* induced by 
{(2i ,4p) | i € { l , 2 , - - . , p } } . 
Define the digraph C = <>n(Ji, j2> • • • Jk)
 b ^ v(c) = { 0 , 1 , . . . ,n - 1} and 
F(C) = {uv | v — u = j s (mod n) for s = 1 , . . . , k} . 
D0 = ^ 2 p + i (+1 , ±2, ±3 , . . . , ± [--*-]) , U = V(D0), A = (Au)ueu where 
Au is a directed path of length 2p, 7^ a directed path of length two and Su = 0 
for each u G f / , / G -F(-4U) and U
+ a digraph isomorphic to D. It follows from 
[2; Theorem 2.4], [4; Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.4] that D* is an asymmetric critical 
kernel-imperfect digraph. 
Finally we will prove that D* has no directed triangles. We proceed by con-
tradiction. Suppose that C is a directed triangle of D*. It follows from the 
definition of D* that £>* [{(i,4p) | i G { 0 , 1 , . . . ,2p}}] t= D U K J + 1 (where 
Kp+i denotes the complement of the complete graph o n p + 1 vertices) and the 
hypothesis implies that D U K^+l has no directed triangles, hence there exists 
(ij) G V(C) with j ^ 4p such that (i, j) G C. Since j ^ 4p the definition of 
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D* implies that (ij + 1) G C. When j + 1 < Ap it follows from the definition 
of D* that (ij + 2) G C and in fact C = ((iJ),(hJ + l ) , (« \ i + 2 ) , ( i , j ) ) , 
so ( ( i , i + 2), (i, j ) ) G F(D*) which is not possible. When j + 1 = 4p, we 
have j = 4p - 1, ((i,4p - 1), (i,4p)) G -4(L>*) and since the only other ver-
tex of D* which is adjacent to (i,4p - 1) is (i,4p - 2) it follows that C = 
((i, 4p - 1), (i, 4p), (i, 4p - 2), (i, 4p - 1)) which is in view of the definition of D* 
impossible. • 
COROLLARY 1. Let n be a natural number, n > 1. There exists an asymmetric 
critical kernel-imperfect digraph Dn such that dk(Dn) = n and ~$(Dn) > 4 . 
P r o o f . It follows directly from Theorem 2 and 3. • 
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